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(57) ABSTRACT 
Methods and apparatus to enhance paper and board forming 
qualities with insert tubes and/or a diffuser block in the paper 
forming machine headbox component which generates vor-
ticity in the machine direction (MD) which is superimposed 
on the streamwise flow to generate a swirling or helical flow 
through the tubes of the diffuser block. Tubes of the diffuser 
block are designed such that the direction of the swirl or 
fluid rotation of the paper fiber stock may be controlled and 
the direction thereof is controlled in such a way to provide 
effective mixing, coalescence and merging of the jets of fluid 
emanating from the tubes into the converging section, i.e., 
nozzle chamber of the headbox. Also disclosed is the effec-
tive mixing of the jets generating cross-machine direction 
(CD) shear between the rows of jets that form at the outlet 
of the tubes inside the nozzle chamber of the headbox to 
align paper fibers in the cross-machine direction. In another 
alternate embodiment, the generation one or more counter-
rotating vortex pairs (CVPs) may be set up inside each tube 
instead of a single vortex per tube. The counter-rotating 
vortices inside the tubes result in more effective interaction 
of the jets once leaving the tubes. The CVPs may be 
generated in four orientations in the tube block, generating 
controlled axial vortices promoting mixing of the jets of 
paper stock from the tubular elements as the jets flow into 
the nozzle chamber to a uniform flow field of stock at the 
slice opening for the rectangular jet. 
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1 
LAYERED FIBER STRUCTURE IN PAPER 
PRODUCTS 
2 
moves forward leaving a mat of web fiber (e.g., about 5 to 
7 percent concentration by weight). The wet mat of fiber is 
transferred onto a rotating roll, referred to as a couch roll, 
transporting the mat into the press section for additional CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 5 dewatering and drying processes. 
The device which forms the rectangular jet is referred to 
as a headbox. These devices are anywhere from 1 to 9 meters 
wide depending on the width of the paper machine. There 
are different types of headboxes used in the industry. 
This is a continuation-in-part of prior application Ser. No. 
09/645,829, filed Aug. 25, 2000, which is a divisional of 
prior application Ser. No. 09/534,690, filed Mar. 24, 2000, 
now U.S. Pat. No. 6,153,057, which is a continuation of 
prior application Ser. No. 09/212,199, filed Dec. 15, 1998, 
now abandoned, which is a continuation of prior application 
Ser. No. 08/920,415, filed Aug. 29, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,876,564, which is a continuation-in-part of prior applica-
tion Ser. No. 08/546,548, filed Oct. 20, 1995, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,792,321, which are hereby incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 
10 However, there are some features that are common among 
all of these devices. The pulp slurry (referred to as stock) is 
transferred through a pipe into a tapered section, the 
manifold, where the flow is almost uniformly distributed 
through the width of the box. The pipe enters the manifold 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
15 from the side and therefore, there must be a mechanism to 
redirect the flow in the machine direction. This is done by a 
series of circular tubes which are placed in front of the 
manifold before the converging zone or nozzle chamber of 
the headbox. This section is referred to as the tube bundle, 
20 the tube bank or the diffuser block of the headbox. These The inventions relate generally to increased productivity 
and formation quality in paper forming machine headbox 
components by hydrodynamic optimization of paper and 
board forming. More particularly, the inventions relate to the 
generation of microturbulence and CD shear in jets of paper 25 
fiber stock. The generated flow field may be provided as one 
or more counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVP) within diffuser 
tubes. Axial vorticity may further prevent fiber orientation in 
the machine direction in the initial converging section of the 
channel for discharging paper fiber stock upon a wire 30 
component. Layered fiber structures are also considered 
desirable in the paper product. 
2. Background and Description of Related Art 
The quality of paper and the board forming, in 
manufacture, depends significantly upon the uniformity of 35 
the rectangular jet generated by a paper forming machine 
headbox component for discharging paper fiber stock upon 
the wire component of the paper forming machine. Attempts 
to establish uniform paper stock flow in the headbox 
component, particularly the nozzle chamber, and to improve 40 
paper fiber orientation at the slice output of the headbox 
have involved using a diffuser installed between the headbox 
distributor (inlet) and the headbox nozzle chamber (outlet). 
The diffuser block enhances the supply of a uniform flow of 
paper stock across the width of the headbox in the machine 45 
direction (MD). Such a diffuser box typically includes 
multiple conduits or tubular elements between the distribu-
tor and the nozzle chamber which may include step widen-
ing or abrupt opening changes to create turbulent flows for 
defiocculation or disintegration of the paper fiber stock to 50 
ensure better consistency of the stock. High quality typically 
means good formation, uniform basis weight profiles, uni-
form sheet structure and high sheet strength properties. 
These parameters are affected to various degrees by paper 
fiber distributions, fiber orientations, fiber density and the 55 
distributions of fines and fillers. Optimum fiber orientations 
in the XY plane of the paper and board webs which 
influences MD/CD elastic stiffness ratios across the width is 
tubes are either aligned on top of each other or are placed in 
a staggered pattern. There are anywhere from a few hundred 
to several thousand tubes in a headbox. 
The tubes in current headboxes have a smooth surface 
starting from a circular shape in the manifold side and going 
through one or two step changes to larger diameter circular 
sections. Some tubes converge into a rectangular outlet 
(some with rounded edges) at the other end opening to the 
converging zone of the headbox. Analysis shows that the 
flow entering the tube may start to recirculate generating 
vorticity in the machine direction. The sign of the vorticity 
vector depends on the location of the tube. Very often, there 
is a pattern that develops as a natural outcome of the tube 
pattern structure and the structure of the headbox. In current 
machines, there is no control on the direction or strength of 
the vortices in the tubes. The tubes all have fiat smooth 
internal surface and the flow pattern and secondary flow 
inside the tubes is governed by the inlet and outlet condi-
tions. The machine direction vorticity could be positive or 
negative depending on the inlet and outlet conditions which 
in turn depend on the location of the tube in the tube bank. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to a concept and method of 
generating one or more counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVP) 
inside each tube. The counter-rotating vortices inside the 
tubes result in more effective interaction of the jets once 
leaving the tubes. Advantageously the generation of small 
scale turbulent flows with the defined vortices of the jets 
avoids large scale hydrodynamic problems of secondary 
flows, flow instabilities, boundary-layer separation and other 
hydrodynamically-induced non-uniformities in the forming 
section nozzle chamber of the paper forming machine head-
box component, avoiding the problems of: twist/warp in 
board grades; non-uniform basis-weight; non-uniform fiber 
orientation; non-uniform moisture profile; cockling and 
diagonal curl in printing paper; and streaking Gagged) dry 
line on the forming table or wire component. Layered of significant importance in converting operations and end 
uses for certain paper grades. 
Conventional paper forming apparatus used primarily in 
the paper and board industry consists of a unit which is used 
to transform paper fiber stock, a dilute pulp slurry (i.e., fiber 
suspended in water at about 0.5 to 1 percent by weight) into 
60 structures are facilitated by combining divider sheets 
employed with jet flow exhibiting axial vorticity in the tubes 
to produce cross-machine (CD) shear in various layers of the 
forming jet. 
a rectangular jet and to deliver this jet on top of a moving 65 
screen (referred to as wire in the paper industry). The liquid 
drains or is sucked under pressure through the screen as it 
A novel concept is described to control the formation of 
secondary flow in the tubes in order to achieve a superior 
flow field inside the converging zone of the headbox. Any 
mechanism used to control or enhance the secondary flow 
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inside the tubes and in the tube bank region to achieve a 
certain flow property in the converging zone of the headbox 
4 
verging nozzle of the headbox. Accordingly, this promotes a 
more uniform fiber orientation in the forming jet leaving the 
headbox to prevent fiber orientation in the streamwise 
direction which results in an isotropical fiber orientation at 
is part of this concept. Thus, the concept relates to the 
modification of the flow inside the tube bank by altering the 
internal surface geometry of current tubes or tube inserts. 
The internal surfaces of all of the current tubes or tube 
inserts are either circular and therefore axisymmetric (type 
I), or, they start from a circular inlet and eventually converge 
into a rectangular outlet (type II) with a four fold symmetry 
(i.e., the entire tube can be divided into symmetric regions 
by two diagonal cross-sectional planes, one vertical cross-
sectional plane and one horizontal cross-sectional plane. The 
new concept is to modify the geometry of the type I and/or 
inserts such that the internal surface is no longer axisym-
metric or non-axisymmetric, and to modify the internal 
geometry of the type II tubes such that the internal geometry 
of the tube or the insert is no longer four fold symmetric. 
One described embodiment modifies the internal geometry 
5 the forming jet. Moreover, since machine direction strain 
and acceleration regions with a gradual convergence rate 
near the slice is not strong enough to orient the fibers in the 
machine direction, axial vorticity may further prevent fiber 
orientation in the machine direction in the initial converging 
10 section of the channel. The fibers in the forming jet will then 
tend to exhibit more isotropic orientation. 
When there are two or more rows of tubes in the headbox, 
the scale of the turbulent eddies may be controlled by 
placing divider sheets inside the converging nozzle. The 
15 divider sheets have a thickness that will allow the flow to 
of each tube in order to generate machine-direction (MD) 
vorticity and subsequently to arrange the tube or the insert 20 
in such a manner so that all the jets in each row of the tube 
bundle form with the same sign of MD vorticity vector and 
the jets in each column form with alternating sign of the MD 
vorticity. This generates shear layers which would result in 
cross-machine orientation of fibers and therefore would 25 
increase the strength and other physical properties in the CD 
while providing effective mixing and turbulent generation 
between tubes adjacent to each other in each row. 
Another described embodiment modifies the internal 
geometry of each tube insert or tube in order to generate 30 
machine-direction (MD) vorticity and subsequently to 
arrange the tubes or the inserts in such a manner so that all 
the jets in each row and column of the tube bundle form with 
the same sign of MD vorticity vector. This results in strong 
mixing and dispersion of the fibers and fillers and therefore 35 
better uniformity in fiber and filler distribution in the sheet. 
Another mechanism to generate axial vorticity inside the 
tubes of a headbox is to have a device, a tube insert, wherein 
a fiat section at the manifold side is followed by a converg-
ing curved section, followed by a straight tube section, and 40 
where, one or more inclined fins or grooves are placed on the 
fiat section or on the fiat and the converging curved section 
of the headbox tube or insert nozzle of the headbox tube. The 
purpose of inclined fins or grooves is to control the defined 
direction or orientation of the axial vortices generated inside 45 
the tubes. The converging section of the insert nozzle or tube 
will accelerate the fluid and increase the angular velocity of 
the fluid, consequently, increasing the strength of the vortex 
as the fluid moves toward the straight (constant diameter) 
accelerate in the streamwise direction in the region where 
the interaction of the swirling jets is at its maximum inten-
sity. The thickness of the divider sheets increases in the early 
section of the nozzle in order to transfer most of the 
convergence immediately downstream where, near the slice, 
the gradual decrease in the thickness of the sheet will reduce 
the convergence rate of the channel. 
Briefly, the invention relates to methods and apparatus to 
enhance paper and board forming qualities with insert tubes 
and/or a diffuser block in the paper forming machine head-
box component which generates vorticity in the machine 
direction (MD) which is superimposed on the streamwise 
flow to generate a swirling or helical flow through the tubes 
of the diffuser block. Tubes of the diffuser block are 
designed such that the direction of the swirl or fluid rotation 
of the paper fiber stock may be controlled. Also disclosed is 
the effective mixing of the jets generating cross-machine 
direction (CD) shear between the rows of jets that form at 
the outlet of the tubes inside the nozzle chamber of the 
headbox to align paper fibers in the cross-machine direction. 
In another alternate embodiment, the generation one or more 
counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVPs) may be set up inside 
each tube instead of a single vortex per tube. The counter-
rotating vortices inside the tubes result in more effective 
interaction of the jets once leaving the tubes. The CVPs may 
be generated in four orientations in the tube block, gener-
ating controlled axial vortices promoting mixing of the jets 
of paper stock from the tubular elements as the jets flow into 
the nozzle chamber to a uniform flow field of stock at the 
slice opening for the rectangular jet. 
section of the tube. 
In another alternate embodiment, the generation one or 
more counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVPs) may be set up 
inside each tube instead of a single vortex per tube. The 
counter-rotating vortices inside the tubes result in more 
effective interaction of the jets once leaving the tubes. The 55 
CVPs may be generated in four orientations in the tube 
block, to provide methods and apparatus to enhance paper 
and board forming qualities which overcomes the various 
problems of the prior art by providing CVP vortex forming 
means for a plurality of tubular elements for generating 60 
controlled axial vortices in the machine direction promoting 
mixing of the jets of stock from the tubular elements as the 
jets flow into the nozzle chamber to a uniform flow field of 
stock. 
The appended claims set forth the features of the present 
invention with particularity. The invention, together with its 
objects and advantages, may be best understood from the 
following detailed description taken in conjunction with the 
50 
accompanying drawings. 
The interaction of the adjacent jets from the tubes in the 
tube bank results in higher level of shear and extensional 
flow perpendicular to the streamwise direction in the con-
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. lA shows a paper forming machine headbox com-
ponent used with a diffuser block exposed to show vortex 
forming means provided for a plurality of the tubular 
elements of the diffuser block in accordance with the inven-
tion; 
FIG. lB shows a cross-sectional view thereof; 
FIG. lC shows an insert tube embodying vortex forming 
means also in accordance with the invention for insertion in 
the diffuser block of a conventional paper forming machine 
headbox component; 
FIG. lD illustrates a tubular element of a step diffuser 
65 block for generating controlled axial vortices therein; 
FIGS. 2A and 2B show an additional embodiment of the 
invention wherein fins or grooves at the inlet of the tubular 
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element may be utilized to generate vortices and converging 
section can curved section forming an elongated portion 
near the inlet also generate controlled axial vortices within 
tubular elements; 
6 
FIG. 25 shows velocity vectors on the center plane for the 
entire model; 
FIG. 26 shows axial velocity contours on the center plane 
for the entire model; 
FIGS. 3A through FIG. 3H illustrate various controlled 5 
vortices configurations as positive and negative defined 
vortices emanating from the diffuser block to generate small 
scale turbulence between adjacent tubes for improved 
formation, and predetermined cross flows to achieve uni-
form stock flow in the nozzle chamber according to the 10 
FIG. 27 shows velocity vectors on the center plane for the 
fin section only; 
FIG. 28 shows axial velocity contours on the center plane 
for the fin section only; 
FIG. 29A is an Excel plot showing axial velocity plotted 
at varying angles 5 mm past the end of the fins; invention; 
FIGS. 4A-4H illustrate stock flow irregularity associated 
with conventional paper forming machine headbox compo-
nents; 
15 
FIGS. 5A-5H illustrate the use of controlled axial vorti-
FIG. 29B shows the same at one diameter past the fins; 
FIG. 30A shows the components of swirl taken along a 
line 45 degrees to the coordinate axes 5 mm past the end of 
the fins; 
ces in the paper stock jets to provide more uniform paper 
stock flows in the nozzle chamber approaching the slice of 
the paper forming machine headbox component in accor-
dance with the invention. 
FIG. 6 is a side view cross-section of a tube in the tube 
bank of the headbox; 
FIGS. 7A and 7B show the location of pressure pulse 
generators in one embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 8 is a cross-section view of a tube showing mounting 
details of an acoustic pressure pulse generator; 
FIG. 9 is a cross-section view of a tube showing mounting 
details of a magnetically actuated finned body for generating 
vortexes; 
FIG. 10 is a side view and front view of the finned body 
shown in FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11 shows a pair of counter-rotating vortices deliv-
ered from each tube in the block in an XY ± pattern; 
FIG. 30B shows the above one diameter past the end of 
the fins; 
FIGS. 31A and 31B show the use of divider sheets having 
20 thicknesses in accordance with an alternate embodiment of 
the invention in order to maximize the streamwise exten-
sional strain upstream of the slice and near the outlet of the 
tube bank; 
FIGS. 32A-32D graphically illustrate velocity plots for 
25 machine direction (MD) and cross-machine direction (CD) 
illustrating the respective velocities associated with the use 
of the divider sheets of FIGS. 31A and 31B to reduce the 
convergence rate of the channel; 
FIGS. 33A-33D graphically illustrate the velocity plots 
30 for MD and CD velocity profiles with and without the use of 
the divider sheets in order to provide a layered fiber structure 
in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 34 shows a mechanism for generating swirl inside 
tubes; and 
FIG. 12 shows a pair of counter-rotating vortices deliv- 35 
ered from each tube in the block in an XX± pattern; 
FIGS. 35A-35D illustrate cutout views of an axially 
placed electrode within the tube to generate electric current 
in a radial direction to generate swirl of suspended paper 
fiber therethrough. 
FIG. 13 shows a pair of counter-rotating vortices deliv-
ered from each tube in the block in an XX:j: pattern; 
FIG. 14 shows a pair of counter-rotating vortices deliv-
ered from each tube in the block in an XY:j: pattern; 40 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT FIG. 15 shows the delta shaped block placed at the exit 
section of the small diameter tube; 
FIG. 16 shows the delta shaped block placed at the 
mid-section of the large diameter tube; 
FIG. 17 shows the jet of Fluid B impinging on the Fluid 
Ajet leaving the small diameter tube resulting injet breakup 
into a CVP; 
FIG. 18 shows the jet of Fluid B impinging on the Fluid 
Reference will now be made in detail to the present 
preferred embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in 
45 the accompanying drawings. FIG. lA illustrates an embodi-
ment of a paper forming machine headbox component 10 for 
receiving a paper fiber stock and generating a rectangular jet 
therefrom for discharge upon a wire component moving in 
A mainstream flow in the larger diameter tube resulting in a 50 
CVP; 
a machine direction (MD). A distributor 12 is provided for 
distributing the paper fiber stock flowing into the headbox 
component 10 in a cross-machine direction (CD) which 
would be generally perpendicular to the machine direction 
of the wire component in a conventional hydraulic headbox. 
It is important to note however, that the present invention 
FIG. 19 shows two pairs of counter-rotating vortices in 
each tube arranged in XX pattern, the two small squares 
inside the tubes representing the general location of the 
protuberance; 55 may also be embodied in a conventional air-cushioned 
headbox as well as the hydraulic headbox. The distributor 12 
is provided to supply a flow of paper fiber stock across the 
width of the headbox 10 in the machine direction. A nozzle 
chamber 14 is shown having an upper surface and a lower 
FIG. 20 shows two pairs of counter-rotating vortices in 
each tube arranged in XY pattern, the two small squares 
inside the tubes representing the general location of the 
protuberance; 
60 FIG. 21 is a perspective view of a small diameter tube 
surface converging to form a rectangular output lip defining 
a slice 22 opening for the rectangular jet at opening 24. As 
shown in cross section in FIG. lB, the paper fiber stock 
flows as indicated by the arrows in the nozzle chamber 14 to 
output the rectangular jet 30 upon the wire 32 partially 
design in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 22 is an end view of the tube showing the closed core 
and tube fins of the tube of FIG. 21; 
FIG. 23 is a sectional view of the tube of FIG. 21 taken 65 
as a cross section from FIG. 22; 
FIG. 24 is a plot of the mesh; 
shown in FIG. lB. 
A diffuser block 16 is provided to couple the distributor 12 
to the nozzle chamber 14. As illustrated in FIGS. lAand lB, 
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the diffuser block 16 includes a multiplicity of individual 
tubular elements 18 disposed between the distributor 12 and 
the nozzle chamber 14, the presently described embodiment 
includes vortex forming means 20 provided for a plurality of 
the tubular elements 18. The vortex forming means 20 5 
embodied herein may be provided for a subset or a plurality 
of the multiple tubular elements 18 for generating controlled 
axial vortices in the machine direction promoting mixing of 
the jets of the stock from the tubular elements 18, as the jets 
flow into the nozzle chamber to a uniform flow field of stock 10 
at the slice opening 22 for the rectangular jet 30 from the 
rectangular opening 24 at the slice 22. 
As FIG. lB illustrates in cross section, steps 26 and 28 as 
might be found in a conventional diffuser block for the 
purpose of breaking up defiocculating or disintegrating the 15 
paper fiber stock to enhance the uniformity thereof. As 
already described a step diffuser block is generally provided 
in conventional headboxes, and the present embodiment 
may or may not require the use of such a step diffuser, but 
for the purpose of the described embodiment, the step 20 
diffuser is provided as shown. 
FIG. lC shows an insert tube 34 which is insertable in a 
diffuser block for coupling the distributor to the nozzle 
chamber in a paper forming machine headbox for discharg-
ing paper fiber stock upon a wire component moving in a 25 
machine direction. The diffuser block in conventional 
8 
manifold side of a headbox 10. The initial section of the 
insert at the inlet may start with a smooth surface before the 
vortex generating means, discussed above. 
Turning now to FIG. lD, there are several ways to 
implement the described concept, e.g., the tubes have the 
feature of directing the flow in a manner to generate machine 
direction vorticity in a specific direction (i.e., with a specific 
vorticity vector sign, defined as positive ( +) or negative (-) 
based on a right-hand rule). Thus, the sign of the secondary 
flow of the vorticity inside the tube is controlled by the 
spiral-shaped grooves, fins, ridges or guides of various form 
in the inner surface or such means for generating the 
vorticity. One such feature is to form spiral-shaped grooves 
or patterns through the inner surfaces of the tubes as shown 
in FIG. lD, in a step diffuser box. As the fluid enters the tube 
from the manifold, the spiral grooves direct the flow in a 
recirculating manner generating or increasing the controlled 
vorticity in the machine direction. The grooves have increas-
ing or decreasing pitch depending on the type of tube and the 
headbox design. As shown in FIG. lD, the pitch of the 
spiral-shaped grooves may gradually change through the 
step diffuser tube as indicated by reference numerals 42, 44 
and 46; note particularly the increased pitch between the 
groove 44 and the groove 46. The pitch of the grooves 
depends on the average MD velocity through the tube. If the 
MD velocity is very large, then the pitch may be consider-
ably smaller than shown in the figure. Another means to 
generating the controlled vortices in addition or in place of 
the spiral grooves or fins, discrete sections of fins or ridges 
30 can be used to direct the stock in a helical pattern inside the 
tubes generating controlled MD vortices. The spiral-shaped 
grooves, fins or guides allow the fluid to gradually flow in 
the spiral-shaped pattern of the tube surface. 
machines includes a multiplicity of individual tubular ele-
ments as already discussed and also provide for the ability 
for such inserts, typically smooth cylindrical tubular inserts 
for varying diameter of the individual tubular elements. 
However, the inserts of the described embodiment and 
shown herein are typically used to generate vortices within 
such tubes and thus, asymmetric or non-axisymmetric sur-
face with ridges or fins or grooves as opposed to smooth 
axisymmetric inner surfaces are employed. The tubular 
elements and the insert tubes are oriented axially in the 
machine direction and arranged as a matrix of rows and 
columns for generating multiple jets of paper fiber stock 
flowing into the nozzle chamber 14. The insert tube 34 
includes a fiat section inlet 36 for receiving the stock from 
the distributor, which also serves as a shoulder or rim for 
securing the insert tube 34 in the diffuser block 16. The 
insert tube 34 embodiment also includes an elongated sec-
tion outlet 38 connected to the fiat section inlet 36 for 
directing the jets of the paper fiber stock through the tubular 45 
elements of the diffuser block 16 as the jets flow towards the 
nozzle chamber 14. Also the vortex forming means 40 are 
provided for the insert tube 34 for generating the controlled 
axial vortices in the machine direction to promote mixing of 
the jets from the elongated section outlet as the jets flow 50 
toward the nozzle chamber 14. Herein, the vortex forming 
means include an asymmetric interior surface as shown in 
FIG. lC within the elongated section outlet 38 for generating 
the controlled axial vortex therein. More specifically, the 
asymmetric interior surface has a spiral pitch defining a 55 
helical path as shown within the tubular elements to generate 
the controlled axial vortices as the stock travels along the 
helical path in the elongated section outlet 38. Thus, as 
described, for tubes in existing headboxes, the insert tube 34 
may be constructed of plastic, metal, ceramic or composite 60 
inserts with the spiral-shaped grooves, fins, ridges or guides 
With reference to FIGS. 2A and 2B, additional tube insert 
35 embodiments are shown including vortex forming means as 
an inclined fin or groove 56 and 70 on fiat section inlets 48 
and 62 respectively. Such incline fins or grooves facilitate 
the generation of the controlled axial vorticity as the stock 
flows toward the elongated section outlet from the distribu-
40 tor 12 of the headbox 10. The mechanism of FIGS. 2A and 
of various form at the inner surface. One such feature is to 
form spiral-shaped grooves or patterns through the inner 
surface of the insert as shown. These inserts can be easily 
placed inside the tubes to generate the desired machine- 65 
direction vorticity in the tube. The inserts such as tube insert 
2B generate axial vorticity inside the tubes of the headbox 
wherein the fiat section at the manifold or distributor side is 
followed by a converging curved section, herein curved 
sections 50 and 64 and converging portions 52 and 66 are 
provided as portions of the elongated section outlet con-
necting to elongated sections 54 and 68 respectively, in the 
two embodiments of FIGS. 2A and 2B. Where the inclined 
fin or groove, e.g., 56 or 70, is placed on the fiat section, e.g., 
48 or 62, or on the fiat and the converging section of the 
headbox tube or insert nozzle of the headbox tube, the 
purpose of the inclined fin or groove is to control the 
direction of the vortex generated inside the tube as shown 
wherein inlet flow 58 is directed as a vortical flow pattern 
indicated by reference numeral 60 in FIG. 2A; and incoming 
flow 72 is directed as vortical flow 74 in the embodiment of 
FIG. 2B. The converging sections 52 or 66 of the insert tube 
will accelerate the fluid and increase the angular vorticity of 
the fluid, consequently increasing the strength of the vortex 
as the fluid flows towards the straight edge 54, or 68 of the 
tube. FIG. 2 shows the groove 56 as residing within the 
elongated outlet portion of the tube as well as on the fiat 
section 48; while FIG. 2B provides the groove or fin 70 as 
residing solely on the fiat surface 62. It should be noted that 
while a single fin or groove is shown on the tubes more fins 
may be desirable for creating the axial vorticity within the 
tubes as well as for ease of placement, orientation indepen-
dence and the like for fitting such tubes into the diffuser 34 may be placed inside the tubes at the distributor or 
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block of conventional headboxes. The curved sections SO 
and 64 may be incorporated into the elongated section and 
disposed between the fiat section 48 and converging section 
S2 in FIG. 2A to facilitate the axial vorticity, and as such, 
provide additional vortex forming means as a curved section 5 
included along a portion of the converging section near the 
fiat section for generating the controlled axial vortices as the 
paper fiber stock flows in the elongated section outlet. 
FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C illustrate various methods of mixing 
jets of paper fiber stock emanating from a multiplicity of 10 
axially aligned tubes arranged as a matrix of rows and 
columns in a diffuser block coupled to a nozzle chamber in 
a paper forming machine headbox for discharging a uniform 
flow field of stock upon the wire component moving in the 
machine direction. As indicated, the MD components of 15 
vortices of the jets emanating from the tubes are indicated as 
positive defined or negative defined axial vortices in accor-
dance with the convention of the right-hand rule and where 
here we use the convention that positive MD points into the 
surface of the figures. One could also use the convention that 20 
MD is the negative direction. Positive or negative jets refer 
to jets with positive or negative MD vorticity, respectively. 
A method described herein provides for the generation of 
positive jets of paper fiber stock emanating from the diffuser 
block in controlled axial vortices in the machine direction 25 
10 
and filler distribution in the sheet and enhanced formation. 
As shown in FIG. 3B all of the rows and columns have the 
orientation same indicated by reference numeral 86, namely 
a positively defined orientation of vorticity which results in 
turbulent shears as indicated by reference numeral 88 and 
90. FIG. 3B shows an orientation best for mixing where 
uniform dispersion is a criteria having emphasis over 
strength; such as in tissue or light-weight paper applications. 
FIG. 3C illustrates alternating sign vorticity 92 and 94 
throughout the rows and columns of the tube bank which 
provides the configuration of Case 2 discussed below in 
connection with FIGS. SA-SH wherein the described 
counter-rotating pattern of adjacent jets provides better 
mixing over jets lacking vorticity discussed further below. 
Computer analysis for headboxes employing the configura-
tion of FIG. 3C shows the ability to achieve more uniform 
flow of the paper fiber stock within the nozzle chamber 
making secondary jets at the slice weaker and thus notice-
able improvement in uniformity. 
FIGS. 3D, 3E and 3F show additional patterns of the tubes 
for generating vortices of defined orientation, herein the 
matrix of rows and columns in the diffuser block being either 
vertical or inclined columns and introducing the vortex 
for a first plurality of the tubes, the direction of the vortex 
being directed in a first positive-defined direction about the 
axes of each of the first plurality of tubes and positioning at 
least one of the positive jets adjacent another one of the 
positive jets promoting mixing as the jets flow into the 
nozzle chamber. This is illustrated in FIG. 3A where the first 
row 76 of FIG. 3A and the bottom row 80 of FIG. 3A 
whereby small scale turbulence is introduced between the 
individual positively oriented jets of rows 76 and 80 as the 
fluid flow emanates from the tubes promoting mixing 
thereof. Small scale turbulence is also introduced between 
the individual negatively oriented jets of row 78 in FIG. 3A. 
patterns in staggered tube arrangements. FIGS. 3D, 3E and 
3F respectively provide patterns similar to those discussed 
above in connection with FIGS. 3A, 3B and 3C, wherein the 
individual secondary vorticity of the jets emanating from the 
tubes is provided in a staggered pattern in FIGS. 3D-3F. In 
FIG. 3D, the alternating MD vorticity direction of the 
30 
secondary flow of the jets from the staggered tubes results in 
shear layers which would align more fibers in the CD. In 
FIG. 3E, the MD vorticity direction of the secondary flow of 
the jets from the staggered tubes results in enhanced fiber 
dispersion and mixing of the fillers in the paper fiber stock. 
35 In FIG. 3F, the alternating checkerboard MD vorticity direc-
tion of the secondary flow of the jets from the staggered 
tubes results in effective mixing and fiber dispersion. 
Additionally, FIG. 3G illustrates plural row pairs of 
40 common secondary vorticity of the jets from the tubes in a 
staggered pattern, herein a pair of negatively oriented rows 
96 being provided above a pair of positively oriented rows 
97 in a repetitive pattern. Accordingly, the alternating MD 
vorticity direction of the secondary flow of the jets from the 
In addition to the secondary vorticity of the jets promoting 
mixing of the fluid emanating from the tubes, the configu-
ration of FIG. 3A also generates shear layers which would 
result in cross-machine orientation of fibers and therefore, 
would increase the strength and other physical properties in 
the cross-machine direction, as indicated by shear layers in 
between 82 and 84 with the inner-posed layer of negative 
defined rows of vorticity as indicated by reference numeral 
78. The jet orientation of row 78 is provided according to the 
method by generating negative jets of paper fiber stock 
emanating from the diffuser block in controlled axial vorti-
ces in the machine direction for a second plurality of tubes, 
the direction of each vortex being directed in a second 50 
negative-defined direction about the axes of each of said 
second plurality of tubes and positioning at least one of the 
negative jets adjacent another one of the negative jets 
promoting mixing as the jets flow into the nozzle chamber, 
herein row 78. FIG. 3A illustrates desired flows for enhanc- 55 
ing the strength of paper or board because the shear layers 
in the CD provide CD strength by the alternating MD 
vorticity direction of the secondary flow of the jets from the 
tubes in each row of tubes resulting in shear layers which 
align more fibers in CD. 
An alternate concept of modifying the internal geometry 
45 staggered tubes in FIG. 3G results in shear layers which 
would align more fibers in the CD. From the foregoing, it is 
appreciated to those skilled in the art that the tubes arranged 
as a matrix of rows and columns in the diffuser block are 
provided either vertically or inclined and the rows or col-
umns may be provided as staggered for enhancing fiber 
alignment. FIG. 3H similarly shows a repetitive pair vortic-
ity pattern illustrating, e.g., negatively oriented rows 98 and 
positively oriented rows 99. 
Turning now to FIGS. 4A-4H and FIGS. SA-SH, the 
effect of vorticity in the tubes of the headbox 10 on the flow 
is illustrated for the slice and the nozzle chamber 14. Here, 
analysis shows the effect of vorticity in the jets leaving the 
tubes in the tube bank and entering the converging zone of 
the headbox. The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
60 effect of vorticity at the tube bank on the free surface 
rectangular jet 30 at the slice 22. Two cases have been 
considered, case one with no vorticity and the second case 
with axial vorticity. These cases are shown in FIGS. 4A and 
of each tube in order to generate machine direction vorticity 
and subsequently arrange the tubes or inserts in a manner 
such that all the jets of each row and column of the tube 
bundle form the same sign of MD vorticity vector is shown 65 
in FIG. 3B. This results in strong mixing and dispersion of 
the fibers and fillers and therefore better uniformity in fiber 
SA, respectively. 
The tubes in these cases, i.e., case #1 (FIGS. 4A-4H) and 
case #2 (FIGS. SA-SH) are arranged in vertical columns, as 
shown in FIGS. 4A and SA, respectively. The flow through 
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the tube in case 1 has velocity component only in the 
machine direction. Wherein case 2, the flow in the tube has 
an axial vorticity imposed on the streamwise flow. The 
imposed secondary flows are counter-rotating axial vortices, 
that is the direction of rotation is clockwise and counter-
clockwise in a checkerboard pattern. The cross machine 
direction, y, and the vertical z, components of the velocity at 
the tube outlet and the converging zone inlet are given 
respectively by: 
2n: 2n:y . 2n:z 
v = ±A-cos-sm-Ll.y Ll.y Ll.z 
(la) 
and 
12 
structure similar to that in Case 1 (i.e., FIGS. SG, SE and 
SC). However, in this case the deviation of the actual vertical 
velocity from the average vertical velocity is smaller. 
Consequently, less fluid with high streamwise momentum is 
5 transferred towards the bottom surface of the headbox. Also, 
less fluid with low streamwise momentum is lifted from the 
lower surface towards the middle of the slice. Thus, the 
secondary jets at the slice for Case 2, are weaker and less 
noticeable. Compared to Case 1, the secondary fluid flow 
10 cells created in this case are further away from the bottom 
and the CD velocity components are smaller than those of 
the first case. 
2n: 2n:z . 2n:y 
w= ±A-cos-sm-Llz Ll z Ll.y 
(lb) 15 
In Case 1, the vertical velocity component changes sign 
and the variation in streamwise velocity due to the jets from 
the tubes remain strong up to the slice. As seen from the 
contour plot of the z component of velocity, there is con-
siderable non-uniformity in the velocity. This kind of flow 
results in a streak pattern when manufacturing light-weight 
sheets. In the other case, however, the vertical component, as 
These velocity components are super-imposed on the 
streamwise velocity component of the jet leaving the tubes 
as shown in FIG. SA In equation (la, lb) w and v are the 
vertical (Z) and transverse (CD) components of velocity, A 
is the magnitude of the secondary flow at the inlet, /1y and 
11z are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the tube 
outlet, respectively. The magnitude A, of the super-imposed 
secondary eddy in this study is 1.5% of the average stream-
wise component. The secondary velocity profile at the inlet 
to the converging zone is defined by a 4th order function of 
the y and z coordinates. The Reynolds number, based on the 
average inflow velocity U, the vertical height of the headbox 
L, and the kinematic fluid viscosity, v, is given by: 
UL 
Re= -
v 
(2) 
The results of the two cases are described herein with the 
analysis of computational experiments. The flow character-
istics at the slice for each case is given by presenting the 
contour plot of each of the three velocity components (see 
FIGS. 4C-4H and FIGS. SC-SH). Since the direction of the 
secondary flows cannot be identified in the black and white 
reproduction of the color-coded plots, we have added arrows 
to the plots to distinguish the flow direction. 
For the first case, where the tubes are arranged in a 
straight vertical column, the flow is periodic with a wave-
length of one-third of the width of the computation domain. 
The vertical component of the flow plays an important role 
20 well as other components of the flow field, are more uniform 
due to the vortices which result in more effective coales-
cence and mixing of the jets. 
The counter-rotating pattern of adjacent jets, as consid-
ered in this study, is perhaps not the most effective pattern 
25 for mixing of the fluid and suspended particles in jets from 
adjacent tubes. A more effective method for mixing is to 
force the jets from the tubes to rotate in the same direction. 
Depending on the desired properties of the sheet, the rota-
tional pattern of the jets should be accordingly controlled 
30 using the special tubes outlined above and the specific 
pattern arrangement of FIGS. 3A, 3B or 3C, as appropriate. 
35 
In another embodiment, the vortex swirls are induced by 
means of pressure pulse generating elements. This method 
has three distinct advantages: 
1) the generation of the secondary flow or swirl in the 
tubes can be fine-tuned on-line as the machine is in operation 
without any disturbances to the production, 
2) the swirl number or the strength of the secondary flows 
40 can be adjusted in individual rows of tubes or in individual 
sections of the tube bank on-line while the machine is in 
operation without any disturbances to the paper machine 
production, and 
3) no spiral finds or grooves or other constrictions are 
45 place inside the tubes; therefore, the probability of tube 
plugging is reduced below the conventional tubes. 
Conventional tubes have two general sections. The first 
section is a small diameter tube which contacts at one end 
with the manifold or distributor of the headbox. On the other 
50 end, the small diameter tube connects to a larger diameter 
tube through a step change in cross-sectional area, as shown 
in FIG. 6. 
in transferring fluid of high streamwise momentum towards 
the bottom wall of the headbox. Due to the periodicity of the 
flow, this momentum transfer varies significantly in the CD 
direction. Where the vertical velocity towards the wall is 
larger, the faster moving fluid carried from the middle of the 
slice to the wall forms a liquid jet. Where the vertical 
velocity is relatively smaller, a streamwise velocity jet of 
lower speed appears. These liquid jets can be seen in FIGS. 55 
4D, 4F and 4H, where the contour plot of the three velocity 
components for this case are plotted along a horizontal 
cross-sectional plane near the lower lip of the slice. Remov-
ing the average vertical velocity from the actual vertical 
velocity reveals the cellular pattern of the secondary flow 60 
structure. The secondary flow patterns at the slice for each 
FIG. 6 shows a side-view cross section schematic of a 
tube in the tube bank of the headbox and the flow pattern 
from the small diameter tube at the left to the larger diameter 
tube. The doughnut shaped vortex is not axisymmetric since 
the jet from the small diameter tube bends randomly to 
attach to the wall of the large diameter tube. Often the jet 
changes angle in a random manner. 
This embodiment provides a method and device to regu-
late the bending characteristics of the jet from the smaller 
diameter tube in order to generate a desired flow pattern at 
the outlet of the larger diameter tube. The described embodi-
ment provides of a tube with a smaller diameter section 
followed by a step change or a more gradual change of 
diameter to a larger diameter tube-there are 2 to 12 
pressure pulse generators 102 (PPG) at ports near the throat 
of the two cases are illustrated in the contour plots. The 
contour plots of the average velocity components for cases 
1 and 2 at a horizontal cross-sectional plane are shown in 
FIGS. 4D, 4F, 4H and FIGS. SD, SF and SH, respectively. 65 
The vertical velocity component contour plot in FIGS. 
4G, 4E and 4C show that the flow at the slice has a periodic 
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of the tube as shown in FIG. 7A. The pressure gradient 
pulses are generated in a given time sequence in order to 
control and regulate the bending of the jet from the smaller 
diameter tube. The schematic of this embodiment is shown 
in FIG. 7B. The device consists of several (8 ports are shown 
in FIG. 7B) PPG units which operate with an electric signal 
connected to an analog-to-digital converter (ND) board and 
a digital processor (a computer). 
The PPG can either be an acoustic device generating a 
pulse of acoustic pressure in the form of longitudinal waves 
inside the fluid or an electromagnetic device generating a 
magnetohydrodynamic (MH) pulse. The purpose of the 
pressure gradient pulse or the MH pulse is to control and 
guide the bending of the jet from the smaller diameter tube. 
Upon activation of a PPG, the jet can be forced to bend 
almost instantaneously in the direction opposite to the 
propagation of the pressure gradient pulse. For example, the 
activation of PPG at port 7 forces the jet to bend in the 
direction shown in that figure. If the PPG at ports 3 and 7 are 
activated in a time periodic manner, the jet oscillates back 
and forth in a time periodic manner. If PPG 1 to 8 are 
activated in a sequential manner (i.e., 1, 2, 3 ... , 8, 1, 2, ... ) 
the jet will rotate counter-clockwise with a slight phase lag. 
Activation of ports 8 to 1 will force the jet to rotate in the 
clockwise direction. Rotation of the jet around the larger 
diameter tube results in a swirling jet at the outlet of the tube. 
The swirl number, S, can be controlled with the frequency of 
activation of the PPG. Higher frequency will result in more 
swirl and larger swirl number, S. 
It is important to note that the flow characteristics inside 
the tubes can be fully controlled with the sequence and the 
frequency of the activation of the PPG. 
In a typical headbox, there are N tubes inside the tube 
bank where N could be several hundred to few thousand 
depending on the size of the headbox. The tubes are arranged 
in R number of rows, where 10>R23, and C=N/R columns. 
With this embodiment each tube can be independently 
controlled, if desired. It is also easy to control blocks of 
tubes; for example, each row of tubes could have indepen-
dent control, as well as, each column of tubes from column 
1 to q and from Column C-q to C could be controlled, 
independently. The magnitude of q depends on how far from 
the side walls the tubes need to be controlled independently 
for superior control of the flow near the side wall and the 
edge of the headbox and the forming section. 
One form of a PPG consists of a small fiat plate, up to a 
few millimeters in diameter and less than a millimeter thick, 
which is flush with the inner surface of the tube. The surface 
would oscillate generating longitudinal pressure gradient 
waves with the application of electric field to a piezoelectric 
crystal adjacent to it. The vibration of the surface generates 
an acoustic field which propagates into the fluid generating 
a longitudinal wave. The setup of the PPG in the port at the 
throat of the tube is illustrated in FIG. 8. Another PPG 
element may be provided in the form of a ring which is 
positioned flush with the interior surface of the curved outlet 
14 
where a non-axisymmetric body of revolution 101 is placed 
inside an axisymmetric tube 103, as shown in FIG. 9. The 
metallic body of revolution 101 consists of an axisymmetric 
central region 105 shown in FIG. 10 and one to twelve fins. 
5 The most practical system would have three (F-3) to four 
(F-4) fins, as shown in FIG. 10. The fins could be straight or 
spiral shaped. The central body of revolution, 101, is par-
tially hollow and consists of metallic sections or poles. The 
overall float is designed to experience up to three compo-
10 nents of magnetic force, Fl, F2 and F3 and one component 
of torque, Tl, from the magnetic rings 109, 111 and 113. 
Two of the three components of force consist of axial forces 
in opposite direction from magnetic rings 109 and 111. The 
third component of force is a radial magnetic force from the 
15 electro-magnetic ring 113, which holds the "float" in the 
center of the 117 section of the tube. The electromagnetic 
ring 113 also exerts a torque, T, on the "float". The two 
opposing axial forces and the radial force from electromag-
netic ring 113 hold the "float" in the center of the tube 
20 section 115. The torque from the electromagnetic ring 113 
forces the "float" to rotate at a specific rate of rotation. The 
torque from the electromagnetic ring is variable according to 
the power supplied to the magnetic coil. 
There are also hydrodynamic forces on the "float" during 
25 operation which resist the motion of the "float". The hydro-
dynamic forces are the normal stress (force per unit area 
normal to the surface of the "float") and the tangential stress 
(shear stress at the surface or drag per unit surface area). The 
magnetic forces and torque are adjusted considering the 
30 hydro-dynamic forces to keep the "float" at the center with 
the float rotating at a specific rate of rotation (usually 
between 5 to 100 cycles per second or Hz). 
The rotation of the "float" inside section 117 generates a 
swirling flow inside the tube which persists into section 110 
35 and further downstream through the outlet of the tube into 
the converging zone of the headbox. The amount of swirl 
can be adjusted by the amount of torque exerted on the 
"float" by electromagnetic ring 113. The faster the rate of 
rotation of the "float", the higher the swirl number inside the 
40 tube. The magnetic strength of the electromagnetic ring 113 
can be adjusted on-line during operation to control the 
amount of swirl in individual tubes. Therefore, this method 
allows a fully automatic method to easily control the amount 
of swirl in individual tubes during operation attaching the 
45 electromagnetic ring 113, of each of the tubes to an elec-
tronic control system. An alternate mechanism may employ 
fins extended from the solid ring as a "rotor", which fits 
inside the tube. The ring is forced to rotate at a controlled 
angular speed by a magnetic field, such as the electromag-
50 netic ring or other means. The same effect of generating a 
swirling flow inside the tube is obtained with this device. 
With reference to FIG. 34, another embodiment 200 
shows the laboratory setup for an on-line mechanism to 
generate swirl inside the tubes for the purposes discussed 
55 herein. The alternate mechanism employs magnetic and 
electromagnetic fields generated from electrodes within the 
tube mechanism 200 from an electric current source. In FIG. 
35A, an isometric cutout view of the on-line mechanism of the insert of the smaller diameter section of the tube. The 
ring-shaped PPG is activated locally in a circular manner. 
The angular location of activation generated a pressure 60 
disturbance which deflects the jet, as shown in the diagram, 
shows a flow direction 202 and an inner electrode 204 which 
may be provided at a potential difference from the tube 200 
of approximately 100 volts as between the electrode 204 and 
to one side. Continuous activation of the PPG element in a 
circular manner will force the jet to rotate around the curved 
surface of the insert generating a swirling motion of the fluid 
inside the larger diameter tube. 
A further mechanism to generate swirl inside the tubes in 
the tube bank of a headbox is by the use of magnetic force 
a conductive outer tube 206. As illustrated, nonconductive 
tubes 208 and 210, and neodymium ring magnets 212 are 
positioned along the tube outer surface. The ring magnets 
65 212 generate a magnetic field B on the order of 0.1 Tesla 
such that the electric potential of the central electrode 204 
which provides electric current in the radial direction while 
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the magnet rings 212 are arranged in a manner to generate 
a magnetic field in the axial direction. Since the paper fiber 
stock has a non-zero conductivity, the interaction of the 
electric current and the magnetic field generates a force 
perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field, i.e., 5 
axial, and the electric current, i.e., radial, in the azimuthal 
direction. Accordingly, the same effect may be achieved by 
generating the magnetic field in the radial direction and the 
electric current in the axial direction in order to generate the 
force perpendicular in the azimuthal direction. Accordingly, 10 
the flow path indicated at reference 214 is indicative of an 
induced swirl generated within the tube 200. As will be 
appreciated, the induced swirl becomes more defined down-
stream at the ring magnets 212 prior to exiting the tube as 
indicated at 216. As indicated in FIG. 34A, the swirl is 15 
generated by the interaction due to the induced electric and 
magnetic fields. 
16 
plane of the tubes is shown in these figures. These figures 
show three rows and three columns of the tubes in the tube 
block. As shown in these figures, the manner by which the 
secondary flows in the jet interact depend on the secondary 
flow pattern formed in the collection of tubes in the tube 
block. 
The interaction of the adjacent jets from the tubes in the 
tube bank result in higher level of shear and extensional flow 
perpendicular to the streamwise direction in the converging 
nozzle of the headbox. This results in a more uniform fiber 
orientation in the forming jet leaving the headbox. That is 
with the correct level of axial vorticity in the jets leaving the 
tubes, the interaction between the jets will be such as to 
prevent fiber orientation in the streamwise direction. This 
results in an isotropical fiber orientation at the forming jet 
leaving the slice of the headbox. 
When the orientation of the CVPs in each adjacent tube in 
a row varies alternatively, then the pattern is designated as 
an XY form. Otherwise, if the orientation of secondary flows FIG. 34B illustrates the anode section construction of the 
tube 200. In FIG. 35B, three point support arrangements 218 
and 220 are provided for supporting the central anode 
electrode 204. 
In FIG. 34C, the magnetic section of the tube 200 is 
illustrated in which one or more rare earth magnetic rings 
212 are provided at the outer circumference of the tube 200 
between nonconductive tubes 210 and 222. The south pole 
of the magnetic ring is indicated at reference numeral 224 
and the north pole of the ring is indicated at reference 
numeral 226, thus allowing the rings to be magnetized in the 
axial direction. The rare earth magnet of ring 212 may be 
made up of a number of smaller rings which in the experi-
mental embodiment included ten nickel plated neodymium 
ring magnets, from which the 0.1 Tesla magnetic field is 
generated from the ten rings of the rare earth magnetic ring 
212. 
20 in each tube in the row is the same, the pattern is identified 
as the XX pattern. To identify the secondary flow patterns 
that change alternatively in adjacent tubes in a column, the 
symbol ± is used; otherwise when the orientation is same in 
each column, the pattern is symbolized with the :j: notation. 
In FIG. 35D, the downstream magnetic forces are illus-
trated in which the force J xB to illustrate the force generated 
by the current and magnetic field vectors is indicated at 
reference numeral 228. The force is generated from the 
current and magnetic components 230 and 232 respectively. 
Accordingly, from the upstream input side 234 to the down-
stream side 236, the flow 216 derives a swirl component 
from the JxB force generated therein. 
25 By comparing the patterns in FIGS. 11through14, one can 
see the difference between the manner by which the sec-
ondary flows interact; in other words, the different form the 
adjacent jets from the tubes in the tube block interact. 
To explain the form of interaction between the jets in the 
30 tube block, let us define a cylindrical polar coordinate 
system (r,8,z), to define the radial, azimuthal, and axial 
directions of flow in the tubes with respective velocity 
components (u"u8 ,u2 ). The primary flow is represented by 
the axial velocity component, u2 , where the other two 
35 components in the radial and azimuthal directions are 
referred to as the secondary part of the mean flow. 
One mechanism to generate the CVP is based on the 
natural tendency of jets to form vortices when encountering 
a pressure gradient in the radial and azimuthal directions. 
40 From now on, we will refer to this variation in pressure as 
the Radial-Azimuthal-Pressure Variation (RAPV). Variation 
in pressure according to RAPV will result in CVPs with 
swirl number, S, defined for each vortex as 
The advantages of the tube 200 include at least three 
components, as follows. First, there is no need to include fins 45 
or moving objects within the tube 200; secondly, the swirl-
ing motion of the fluid inside the tube can be varied by 
adjusting the current and/or magnetic fields on-line without 
having to stop machine operation; and finally the method 
may be applied to tubes with relatively small diameters. This 50 
is thus achieved by the placement of the rod anode or central 
electrode 204 along the central axis in the center of the tube 
such that the flow going around the electrode 204 in between 
the electrode 204 and the inside surface of the tube 200 with 
the downstream magnetic rings on the perimeter of the tube, 55 
provides for interaction of the electric current in the radial 
direction from the electrode 204 and the magnetic field 
generated along the axis of the tube from magnetic ring 212 
rR r2uwdr 
S = Jo 
Rf r(u2- ~w2)dr 
Note that the limit on the integrals is from the center of the 
vortex, r=O, to the edge at r=R. If the vortex is not circular, 
then R is a function of the angle, 8. When the swirl number 
is less than about 0.4, the value of S can be estimated by 
y/2 y/2 
s = 1 - (y /2)2 when r < 0.4 ands= 1 -r /2 when r > 0.4, 
to generate the swirl as discussed herein. 
In another alternate embodiment, the generation one or 
more counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVPs) may be set up 
inside each tube instead of a single vortex per tube. The 
counter-rotating vortices inside the tubes result in more 
effective interaction of the jets once leaving the tubes. The 
CVPs may be generated in four orientations in the tube 
block, as demonstrated in FIGS. 11 through 14. Only the 
secondary flow pattern, that is the flow in the cross-sectional 
where y is the ratio of the maximum azimuthal to axial 
60 velocity. In this application, the value of S is between 0.01 
for very weak swirl to 5.0 for very strong swirl in the flow, 
depending on the degree of shear and turbulence desired in 
the flow field. For various grades of paper, for example, the 
value of swirl may be changed through this range as outlined 
65 below. 
There are several mechanisms by which the RAPV can be 
generated in a jet. The first is due to the hairpin vortex 
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forming in the wake of a protuberance in the jet, as shown 
in FIGS. 15 and 16. The protuberance in these figures is 
placed at the exit of the small diameter tube or after the 
expansion in the larger diameter tube. As the flow 
approaches the base of the protuberance, a streamwise 5 
velocity gradient forms resulting in a rolling flow towards 
the base of the protuberance. Depending on the shape of the 
protuberance, a standing vortex may or may not exist at the 
upstream base. The rolling vortex then bends around the 
protuberance and is swept upward with the flow forming a 10 
horseshoe-like vortex. The upward motion of the fluid splits 
the jet generating a CVP in the wake of the protuberance. 
This action can also be generated with a jet of a second fluid 
impinging at an angle on the primary jet from the small 
diameter tube or the flow inside the larger diameter tube as 15 
shown in FIGS. 17 and 18, respectively. The primary flow 
consists of Fluid A which is the fiber suspension. The second 
fluid, that is Fluid B, is used for generation of the CVP in the 
mainstream through interaction with the primary flow. This 
interaction could either take place at the outlet of the smaller 20 
diameter tube or further downstream inside the larger diam-
eter tube. 
18 
custom profile in the structured layer and fiber orientations. 
As illustrated, the diffuser block 16 secures the divider 
sheets 140, 142, 144 along lateral edge portions 152, 154, 
156 for securing the divider sheets within the interior portion 
14 of the paper machine headbox 10. With the tubular 
elements of the nozzle chamber being oriented axially in a 
matrix in the nozzle chamber, the diffuser block matrix of 
rows and columns for generating the multiple jets of stock 
flowing into the nozzle chamber 14 provide for the con-
trolled flow of the paper stock in the nozzle chamber 14 with 
the divider sheets being disposed inside the nozzle chamber 
14 having the upstream lateral edge 152, 154, 156 secured 
between at least one of the rows of the matrix of rows and 
columns of the tubular elements of the diffuser block 16. As 
illustrated, the divider sheets have upper and lower surfaces 
opposite the upper and lower surfaces respectively of the 
nozzle chamber 14 of the paper machine headbox 10. 
Accordingly, the diffuser blocks and the divider sheets orient 
the flow of the tubular elements to generate machine direc-
tion strain and acceleration in the nozzle chamber with a 
gradual convergence made near the slice. 
The approach is to keep most of the convergence in the 
nozzle near and downstream of the outlet of the tube bank, 
where near the slice, the gradual decrease in the thickness of 
Further enhancement of the tube design is to separate the 
outlet region of each tube into two sections such that each 
vortex in the CVP will enter one subdivided tube. Then in 
FIGS. 11 to 14, there will be 18 distinct outlet regions from 
9 tubes in three rows and three columns. 
25 the sheet will reduce the convergence rate of the channel. 
It is important to note that the vortex patterns in FIGS. 11 
The axial vorticity from the system prevents fiber orientation 
in the machine direction in the initial converging section of 
the channel. The machine direction strain and acceleration in 
the region with the more gradual convergence rate near the to 14 are generated with one protuberance inside the tube, 
and that two protuberances at 180° apart, will generate two 
pairs of CVPs, as shown in FIGS. 19 and 20; and ... N 
protuberances at 360° IN apart will generate N CVPs. It is 
also possible to place the protuberances at unequal angular 
30 slice is not strong enough to orient the fibers in the machine 
direction. Therefore, the fibers in the forming jet will be 
isotropic, that is, uniformly oriented in all directions. 
position. 
The consequence and benefits of generating axial vorticity 35 
inside individual tubes in the tube block of a headbox 
In FIGS. 21-23, in order to achieve the largest level of 
swirl in the small diameter tube 120, the spiral fins 122, 124, 
and 126 are designed to follow a spiral tubular section where 
all of the flow 128 has to pass through one of the spiral 
tubular passages. This will guide most of the flow 128 
through the spiral section of the fins 122, 124, and 126, 
instead of the middle bore section. Since as shown in FIG. 
provides one or more counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVP) 
inside each tube instead of just one vortex per tube. The 
counter-rotating vortices inside the tubes result in more 
effective interaction of the jets once leaving the tubes. 
Depending on the application, the CVPs are generated in 
four orientations in the tube block, as demonstrated in FIGS. 
11 to 14, as discussed above. 
When there are two or more rows of tubes in the headbox 
10, the scale of the turbulent eddies can be controlled by 
placing divider sheets or vanes (140,142,144) inside the 
converging nozzle. FIGS. 31A and 31B show the use of 
divider sheets having thicknesses in accordance with an 
alternate embodiment of the invention in order to maximize 
40 23, most of the flow 128 follows the spiral streamline 
parallel to the fin surface, the swirl number will be increased. 
This is because the swirl number, as defined above, is 
proportional to the integral of the mass of fluid times the 
angular to axial momentum ratio. The larger the mass of 
45 fluid undergoing the swirl motion, the larger the swirl 
number. More details on this system is provided below. The 
closed core 130 in the spiral section followed by the open 
core in the downstream section provides a much higher swirl 
number in a smaller diameter tube. 
EXAMPLES 
With reference to FIGS. 24-30, these plots and figures are 
from model D27 which was built in finite element mesh 
generation program and run using finite element analysis to 
55 simulate the above approach. The geometry is as follows: 
the streamwise extensional strain upstream of the slice and 50 
near the outlet of the tube bank. The divider sheets have a 
thickness that vary according to the design in order to 
maximize the streamwise extensional strain upstream of the 
slice and near the outlet of the tube bank. This will allow the 
flow to accelerate in the streamwise direction in the region 
where the interaction of the swirling jets is at its maximum 
intensity. As illustrated in FIGS. 31A and 31B, the thickness 
146, 148, 150 of the divider sheets show increases in the 
early section of the nozzle in order to transfer most of the 
convergence immediately downstream of the tube bank, as 60 
illustrated in the diagram. 
The two alternate embodiments of the paper machine 
headbox 10 as illustrated in FIGS. 31A and 31B, 
respectively, show either the use of a single divider sheet 
140 in the former embodiment and the use of two divider 65 
sheets 142 and 144 in the latter embodiment. As discussed, 
the use of multiple divider sheets may be used to achieve a 
Tube diameter: 22 mm 
Center diameter: 6 mm 
Pitch: 40 mm 
Rotation: 360 degrees 
Number of fins: 3 
Fin geometry: Tapered from 3 mm thickness at the base 
to 1.5 mm at the tip which is rounded. 
Center geometry: The center core region is filled with a 
torpedo shaped block which runs from 3 mm before the start 
of the fins to 2 mm into the fin section. Before the start of 
the fins, the block is hemispherical. From the start of the fins 
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direction velocity plot in 32A without the use of vanes or 
divider sheets indicates substantial undulations in the veloc-
ity profile of the machine direction velocity along the 
cross-machine (X axis) direction. However, where a single 
to 10 mm back, it is a straight circular cylinder. From 10 mm 
until it ends at 20 mm, it tapers as a cone with a rounded tip. 
The fins meet the center block at a right angle and with 
rounds from 0 to 10 mm. At 10 mm, as the block tapers, the 
fins leave the block and the tips blend quickly from fiat to 
fully rounded. 
5 vane or divider sheet has been introduced after the second 
In the package are twelve plots. These are black and white 
line plots chosen to reproduce well and be clear at small 
sizes. In keeping with this, they have minimal labeling. 
The first three are engineering design program plots of the 10 
geometry of the section containing the fins and center body 
as described above. (1) shows side and end views, (2) shows 
only the side view, and (3) shows only the end view. The 
flow characteristics illustrated, rather than the dimensions 
(not shown), in FIGS. 23-30 will be readily appreciated by 15 
those skilled in the art. 
These drawings are followed by a series of nine plots 
presenting typical results from finite element analysis. 
row with the divider sheet lateral edge being secured at the 
diffuser block after the second row of the tubular elements, 
the machine direction velocity is substantially more con-
trolled. Similarly, FIGS. 32C and 32D illustrate control of 
the cross-machine direction velocity when graphically illus-
trated along the cross-machine (X axis) direction. As shown, 
the introduction of the vane or divider sheet after the second 
row substantially controls the cross-machine directional 
velocity as well. 
With the use of one or more divider sheets inside the 
converging nozzle, eddies may be further controlled with the 
placement of the divider sheets. As discussed, the divider 
sheets may also be provided with a thickness which varies 
according to the design in order to maximize the streamwise 
The model was generated in finite element mesh genera-
tion program to represent a simplified version of the true 
geometry. The leading and trailing edge rounds were deleted 
from the fins and all surface intersections were taken to be 
sharp. An upstream section of straight circular duct was 
added with flow entering as a jet of 9 mm diameter and 
quadratic profile 60 mm upstream of the fins. A straight 
circular duct of 150 mm length was added to the outlet. The 
volume was meshed with linear brick elements and all 
external surfaces were meshed with linear tetrahedral ele-
20 extensional strain upstream of the slice and near the outlet of 
the tube bank. It will be appreciated that the divider sheets 
tend to orient the flow of the tubular elements to generate the 
machine direction strain in the nozzle chamber with a 
gradual convergence made near the slice. The divider sheets 
25 also provide a flow rate at the slice which limits the 
orientation of fibers with respect to the machine direction. 
Accordingly, the fibers may be allowed to orient in an 
isotropic, uniformly oriented in all directions, or the fibers 
ments. The final model contains 361,200 elements with 30 
344,830 nodes. 
This model was run simulating water at 40° C. and with 
may alternatively be made to provide a layered fiber struc-
ture as discussed further below, in connection with FIGS. 
33A-33D. Advantageously, the use of multiple divider 
sheets may provide multiple layers in the orientation of the 
fiber's output at the slice. 
With reference to FIGS. 33A and 33B, the machine 
35 direction velocity plots are illustrated for no divider sheets 
and a single divider sheet after the second row respectively, 
indicating substantially uniform velocity plots, however the 
effect on the machine direction velocity is apparent from 
FIG. 33B. Most significantly, FIGS. 33C and 33D illustrate 
a flow rate of 20 gpm. The computational velocity was 
scaled such that one "unit" of velocity in finite element 
analysis corresponds to 4 mm/s in reality. This was done to 
aid convergence. Other properties were adjusted to keep the 
Reynolds number consistent. The model was set for 
incompressible, steady, turbulent flow, and used the standard 
k-epsilon formulation as included in finite element analysis. 
The inlet boundary condition was given by the flow rate and 
includes a small inlet component of kinetic energy and 
dissipation to "kick start" the k-epsilon routine. Wall bound-
ary conditions are the no-slip and impermeability 
conditions, and, additionally, the wall imposes a Law of the 
Wall formulation on all volume elements directly touching 45 
the wall. The outlet has a free boundary condition. There is 
40 the effect of the divider sheet after the second row in which 
a Stokes initial condition applied through the volume for 
velocity and a uniform low value of kinetic energy and 
dissipation, again to "kick start" the k-epsilon routine. The 
simulation converged in 251 iterations and used 279,022 50 
processor seconds (approximately 3.2 days). 
the cross-machine directional velocity, when viewed along 
the Y direction axis, illustrates a sign (±) change in the 
magnitude of the velocity, illustrating a negative, positive, 
negative, positive orientation, respectively, which provides 
the layered fiber structure effect in the flow being provided 
with the CD velocity as illustrated in FIG. 33D. The gen-
eration of multiple layers of fiber structure may also be 
advantageous, as discussed above. 
It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that 
modifications to the foregoing preferred embodiments may 
be made in various aspects. The present invention is set forth 
with particularity in the appended claims. It is deemed that 
the spirit and scope of that invention encompasses such 
modifications and alterations to the preferred embodiment as 
The swirl number for this case was calculated by inte-
grating the swirl number along a series of radii 30 degrees 
apart. It was calculated at 5 mm and one diameter past the 
fins. The results are given below: 
At 5 mm: 0.3156 
55 would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art and 
familiar with the teachings of the present application. 
At 1 dia: 0.2786 What is claimed is: 
As discussed in connection with the embodiment of FIGS. 
31A and 31B, the velocity profiles illustrated in FIGS. 
32A-32D and 33A-33D graphically illustrate velocities 
associated with one or more divider sheets (vanes) being 
disposed in the nozzle chamber to reduce the convergent rate 
1. A paper forming machine headbox component for 
receiving a paper fiber stock and generating the paper fiber 
60 stock in a layered fiber structure for discharge upon a wire 
component moving in a machine direction (MD), the head-
box component comprising: 
of the channel flow in order to maximize streamwise exten-
sional strain upstream of the slice and near the outlet of the 
tube bank to generate the paper fiber stock in a layered fiber 65 
structure for discharge upon the wire component. With 
reference to FIGS. 32A and 32B in particular, the machine 
a distributor for distributing stock flowing into the head-
box component in a cross-machine direction (CD), the 
distributor effective for supplying a flow of said stock 
across the width of the headbox in the machine direc-
ti on; 
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a nozzle chamber having an upper surface and a lower 
surface converging to form a rectangular outlet lip 
defining a slice opening for a jet flow of said stock for 
discharge upon the wire component; 
a diffuser block coupling said distributor to said nozzle 5 
chamber, said diffuser block comprising a plurality of 
tubular elements disposed between said distributor and 
said nozzle chamber, said tubular elements being ori-
ented axially in the machine direction and arranged 
within the diffuser block as a matrix of rows and 10 
columns for generating multiple jets of said stock 
flowing into said nozzle chamber; 
wherein the plurality of tubular elements of said diffuser 
block have a longitudinal axis in the direction of the 
flow of stock, with at least one counter rotating vortex 15 
pair (CVP) being generated at one or more of said 
plurality of said tubular elements effective for swirling 
said stock in controlled pairs of axial vortices along the 
longitudinal axes of the tubular elements; 
20 
said tubular elements generating the multiple jets with 
said stock flowing into said nozzle chamber; and 
a divider sheet disposed inside said nozzle chamber 
having an upstream lateral edge secured between at 
least one of the rows of the matrix of rows and columns 25 
of the tubular elements of the diffuser block, said 
divider sheet having an upper surface and a lower 
surface opposite the upper surface and the lower sur-
faces respectively of the nozzle chamber for imparting 
CD shear on the flow of said stock at said divider sheet 30 
to cause a directional change in the flow in said nozzle 
chamber. 
2. A headbox component as recited in claim 1, wherein 
said diffuser block and said divider sheet orients the flow of 
said tubular elements to generate machine direction strain 35 
and acceleration in said nozzle chamber with a gradual 
convergence made near the slice. 
3. A headbox component as recited in claim 2, wherein the 
divider sheet provides a flow rate at the slice limiting the 
orientation of the fibers with respect to the machine direc-
tion. 
4. A headbox component as recited in claim 2, wherein the 
fibers in the forming jet will be isotropic, uniformly oriented 
in all directions. 
40 
5. Aheadbox component as recited in claim 1, comprising 
means for generating swirl of one or more of the jets from 45 
said tubular elements. 
22 
rows and columns of the tubular elements of the 
diffuser block for controlling the flow of the paper fiber 
stock in the nozzle chamber. 
8. A system as recited in claim 7, comprising means for 
uniformly orienting the paper fiber stock in multiple direc-
tions to provide the fibers in the forming jet as being 
isotropic for discharge of the web product. 
9. A system as recited in claim 8, wherein said means for 
uniformly orienting the paper fiber stock limits the orienta-
tion of the fibers with respect to the machine direction. 
10. A system as recited in claim 7, comprising means for 
varying the thickness of the divider sheet inside the nozzle 
chamber. 
11. A system as recited in claim 7, wherein said means for 
disposing comprises means for disposing a plurality of 
divider sheets inside the nozzle chamber, each divider sheet 
having an upper surface and a lower surface oriented with 
respect to the upper surface and the lower surface of the 
nozzle chamber. 
12. A paper forming machine headbox component for 
receiving a paper fiber stock and generating the paper fiber 
stock in a layered fiber structure for discharge upon a wire 
component moving in a machine direction (MD), the head-
box component comprising: 
a distributor for distributing stock flowing into the head-
box component in a cross-machine direction (CD), the 
distributor effective for supplying a flow of said stock 
across the width of the headbox in the machine direc-
tion; 
a nozzle chamber having an upper surface and a lower 
surface converging to form a rectangular outlet lip 
defining a slice opening for a jet flow of said stock for 
discharge upon the wire component; 
a diffuser block coupling said distributor to said nozzle 
chamber, said diffuser block comprising a plurality of 
tubular elements disposed between said distributor and 
said nozzle chamber, said tubular elements generating 
multiple jets of rotating counter vortex pairs to swirl the 
paper fiber stock in controlled pairs of axial vortices; 
and 
said tubular elements generating the multiple jets with 
said stock flowing into said nozzle chamber. 
13. A headbox component as recited in claim 12, com-
prising means for generating swirl of one or more of the jets 
from said tubular elements. 
14. A headbox component as recited in claim 12, com-
prising fins for generating swirl of one or more of the jets 
from said tubular elements. 6. Aheadbox component as recited in claim 1, comprising 
fins for generating swirl of one or more of the jets from said 
tubular elements. 
7. A paper forming machine headbox system for mixing 
jets of paper fiber stock emanating from axially aligned 
tubes arranged as a matrix of rows and columns in a diffuser 
block coupled to a nozzle chamber for discharging the paper 
fiber stock in a layered fiber structure for discharge upon a 
wire component moving in a machine direction (MD), 
15. A headbox component as recited in claim 12 com-
prising a divider sheet disposed inside said nozzle chamber 
50 having an upstream lateral edge secured between at least one 
of the rows of the matrix of rows and columns of the tubular 
elements of the diffuser block, said divider sheet having an 
upper surface and a lower surface opposite the upper surface 
and the lower surfaces respectively of the nozzle chamber 
comprising: 55 
for imparting CD shear on the flow of said stock at said 
divider sheet to cause a directional change in the flow in said 
nozzle chamber. means for rotating counter vortex pairs to swirl the paper 
fiber stock in controlled pairs of axial vortices; 
means for generating jets of paper fiber stock emanating 
from the diffuser block in controlled axial vortices in 60 
16. Aheadbox component as recited in claim 15, wherein 
said diffuser block and said divider sheet orients the flow of 
said tubular elements to generate machine direction strain 
and acceleration in said nozzle chamber with a gradual 
convergence made near the slice. the machine direction; 
means for disposing a divider sheet inside the nozzle 
chamber, the divider sheet having an upper surface and 
a lower surface opposite the upper surface and the 
lower surface respectively of the nozzle chamber; and 
means for securing an upstream lateral edge of the divider 
sheet between at least one of the rows of the matrix of 
17. Aheadbox component as recited in claim 16, wherein 
the divider sheet provides a flow rate at the slice limiting the 
orientation of the fibers with respect to the machine direc-
65 tion. 
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